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Global warming is most pronounced in the Arctic. The Arctic sea ice extent is a

sensitive climate indicator. As a consequence of the strongly decreasing trend of

yearly Arctic sea ice minimum in September, the area of multiyear ice, which has

survived more than one summer, is decreasing too. Multiyear ice is important because

it differs from first year ice in physical and biological respect. Multiyear ice is thicker

and therefore conducts less heat from ocean to atmosphere, it has more resistance

against deforming forces of wind and currents and it is populated by microorganisms

which are at the beginning of the food chain. Therefore multiyear ice area and extent

need to be determined as exactly as possible.

In this study, we retrieve multiyear ice concentration one existing method, namely

the NASA Team algorithm, and a new developed algorithm, the dynamic NASATeam

algorithm. Dynamic tie points are used in the second to compensate the seasonal

impact of brightness temperature variation. To assess the performance of the two

methods, analyses were made for the winters from 1988 to 2012. The results show

that methods with dynamic tie points yields higher estimates. There is a clear

declining trend of multiyear ice area from 1988 to 2012, which is consistent with the

decrease of the yearly minimum ice extent. Furthermore, multiyear ice extent

decreases during most winters, reflecting the expected loss of multiyear ice by melt

and export to more southern latitudes. Besides, sensitivity study is made to evaluate

the way of determining dynamic tie points. Among the nine tie points, brightness

temperature of open water at 37 and 19 GHz vertical polarization is most sensitive for

multiyear ice retrieval. It needs to be determined more precisely.


